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empeorando las tensiones al sobre interpretar el

También me agrada mucho que haya tenido
lugar con éxito el congreso LASA-EANLAS
y con mucho gusto apoyaré a las futuras
colaboraciones.
Saludos cordiales.
Foreign Studies

Globe and Mail

Warm congratulations for the great success
of the brave new initiative of LASA-EANLAS.
I just want to suggest that we should keep
this growth engine alive. Let me think
about as well!
Many thanks for LASA staff for the silkysmooth management of the conference.
— Jae Sung
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Thank you, too, for making me a part of this
process. I could not imagine that this project
could grow like this. This success owes very
much to LASA’s excellent organization. Let us
keep in touch!
— Nobuaki Hamaguchi

I would like to echo what Prof. Kwak and
Hamaguchi said. Congratulations to all of you
for excellent organizing and management of

Thank you all very much for the efforts of the
successful LASA-EANLAS conference. It is an
excellent beginning. We in China will continue
to cooperate with colleagues in Japan and
Korea to promote the Latin American studies,
both in LASA and EANLAS framework or other
channels. We should discover new ways of
academic exchange in the time of COVID-19.
— Dong Jingsheng

super smoothly and I felt home. In particular,
I would like to mention a superb collection
fantastic!!!
Hopefully we can move forward with this
energy in the future.
un abrazo fuerte a tod@s,
— Jungwon

Thanks to all of you! I want to add that many
voices in my surroundings agree that it was an
essential platform for previously unconnected
ideas/people, and they are very willing to join
in the coming years. To the executive team
members in particular, while my contribution
to organizing the event was pretty much
minimal, I have no doubt countless efforts
from both the excellent LASA team and
Chinese, Korean, and Japanese colleagues
made it happen. My sincere appreciation to
all of you.
— Isamu Okada
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